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Art touches us in every part of our lives . Our homes , schools ,
offices
, city streets , televisions , magazines , music , even the utensils
we use in our jobs or homes, represent to some degree the human
impulse to create. Yet we are apt to think of art as something myster
ious which only a scholar or an art critic can understand or define.
We expect to find art when we visit museums and galleries , but who has
not heard the term applied to such varied activities as music, dance,
theater or even sports?
There is a common element in all these uses of the term art, and
that is the recognition of some skill or talent. But when we think of
art we usually mean something more than mere skill. There are many
skillful activities, but art is special. Art has universal appeal because
it has a message that moves us deeply or because it awakens us to new
insights or understanding.




art are frequently used in education, but should not be taken
to mean that painting, for example, is somehow more worthy of our
attention than weaving. Though the applied arts are sometimes called
minor arts they are as impressive for the beauty, skill, and message
they offer, as any of the fine arts. If we can learn to experience art
rather than categorize it, then perhaps we can see art in places we may
not have expected to find it.
ART IN FUNCTION
Any piece of art or craft which makes everyday living more
efficient and pleasant can be called functional art. These have grown
out of deep human needs, and throughout history the useful arts have
expressed these needs in their structure and form.
We have only to look around us to observe that structure is basic
to life, and that one of the determining factors in the design of living
growing forms is the basic arrangement of their cells . This arrange
ment, in turn, is influenced by environmental and functional needs. We
can see an example of nature's structural ingenuity in a snail shell,
which for centuries has fascinated the scientists because of the way its
structure grows to fit the needs of the animal while revealing a
constant spiral. This rule of proportion also appears to be the basis
for what is known as the Golden Section; a small part relates to a
larger part which relates to the whole. Whether or not we accept this
rule as the only way to harmony in all visual creations, human beings
do seem drawn to works of art which support the Golden Section. At
any rate, it is clear that in nature the final form of a structure follows





nests, all express the materials
used in them and the purpose they serve. Seeing this, many designers
and craftsmen believe that any article which is designed for use must
also honestly express its materials and purposes as well as be appropri
ate for the time and place it is used. But in addition, the elements of
design are just as important in these functional arts as they are in the
fine arts. Rhythm, balance, and proportion are basic to all
well-
designed objects; and line, mass, color, and texture are critical
concerns if a functional object is also to be aesthetically satisfying.
From prehistoric times on humans have needed objects and have
fashioned them from the materials at hand, trying to make them as
useful as possible. Even when survival absorbed most of man's
energies, he found time to shape his weapons and tools to please the
eye as well as to fit the hand.
Certainly, handcrafts fulfill human needs in a more personal way
than is possible with industrial arts, but despite the significant
differences which exist between handmade and machine-made products
,
the same principles of design are involved in both . The most obvious
differences lies in the touch of the creator which is usually visible in
handcrafted objects. Also characteristic of handcrafts is the close
relationship between the material and the craftsman, which can be seen
in the way the object expresses its material. In addition, a craftsman
uses his tools with great care, and has a personal concern for the
object's durability. His work shifts back and forth between beauty and
function, giving us pleasure as well as filling our needs for a useful
object.
THE ARTIST
Art is a product of the individual creative process, a human
expression of thought or emotion. All art, no matter how painstakingly
it reflects nature
,
is nevertheless the product of human interpretation .
The artist looks at his world deeply and sensitively and abstracts the
essence of an idea. His skill gives physical expression to his vision so
that the observer can feel and understand the world in the same way.
A mere recording of nature, if that were possible, would not be art, it
is the interpretation and creative expression of the artist that makes
art. And because no two people, artists or otherwise, can see the
world in the same way, each work of art will be unique-a reflection of
the artist's perception, insight, and experience.
In order to express this individual viewpoint, the artist con
sciously selects certain elements , adds others , eliminates others , and
exaggerates still others . In addition to selecting those elements best
suited to his purpose , the artist also chooses the materials , colors ,
shapes, and lines that will best communicate a particular perception and
viewpoint. As the artist works, the image takes shape until the work
of art is fully evolved into an artistic statement.
In this case, the artist will explore the historical techniques of the
hammock, creating a series of hammocks through a new vision of mater
ials and styles.
HAMMOCK HISTORY
Hammock1 (hae'm k). Forms: a. 6-9 hamaca, 7 -acca,
-acco, -ackoe, hammacho, 8 hamacoe, 8-9 hammacoe. . 7
hamack(e, hammac(k, -aque, amack, hamock, hammok, 8
hammoc, 8-9 hamac, 7- hammock. [a. Sp . hamaca of Carib
origin; cf. F. hamac (1555 in Hatz . -Darm . ) . ]
1. A hanging bed, consisting of a large piece of canvas,
netting, etc. suspended by cords at both ends; used esp.
by sailors on board ship, also in hot climates or seasons on
land.
This entry in The Oxford English Dictionary indicates how long it
took the English language to figure out how to spell the word. The
origin of hammocks goes back to pre-Columbian antiquity, somewhere
between southern Brazil and central Mexico. Perhaps someone took a
nap in a fishnet that had been hung up to dry and the idea was
formed. Hammocks make a lot of sense in a hot climate.
During Columbus's adventure in the New World, he saw
"hamacs"
of cotton on the island of Exuma, near San Salvador in the Bahamas.
The 1698 entry from Froger's Voyages: "There is nothing but Famine
that can draw them out of their
Amacks,"
may go part way toward
explaining the ease of the Spanish and Portuguese conquests. The
exposure and popularity of hammocks increased when the Portuguese
spread them around, especially to Africa where they were used not so
much as beds but as a means of transportation. Great White Bwana
1. Washington Irving, History of the Life and Voyages of
Columbus (New York, 1828), Book IV Chapter 2.
fancied being carried around in a hammock, slung from a pole, by a
team of bearers .
Outside of their land of origin, the use of hammocks was almost
entirely limited to the navies of Europe. One naval man, Admiral W. H.
Smythe in his Sailor's Word Book, goes so far as to claim them in all
but name: Hammock: A swinging sea-bed, the undisputed invention of
Alcibiades; but the modern name is derived from the carribs. . The
first Authorized British Navy payment for hammock canvas was made in
21597"
. . . for the better preservation of their (the seamen's)
health."
Hammocks solved many of the problems raised by the enormous expan
sion of the armaments on seventeenth and eighteenth-century warships .
Here is an eighteenth-century account given by William Falconer in his
Universal Dictionary of the Marine, published in 1771.
As the management of the artillery in a vessel of war
requires a considerable number of men, it is evident that
the officers and sailors must be restrained to a narrow
space in their usual habitations in order to preserve the
internal regularity of the ship. Hence the 'hammocs', or
hanging beds of the latter are crowded together as close as
possible between the decks, each of them being limited to
the breadth of 14 inches . They are hung parallel to each
other in rows , stretching from one side of the ship to the
other nearly throughout her whole length, so as to admit of
no passage but by stooping beneath them.
... As the canon, therefore, cannot be worked while
the hammocs are suspended in this situation, it becomes
necessary (in an engagement) to remove them as quickly as
possible. By this circumstance a double advantage is obtained, the
batteries of cannon are immediately cleared of an encumbrance, and the
hammocs are converted into a sort of parapet to prevent the execution
of small shot on the quarter-deck, tops, and forecastle. At the
summons of the boatswain, "Up all
hammocs!"
every sailor repairs to his
own, and having stowed his bedding properly, he
"cords"
it up firmly
with a lashing or line provided for that purpose. He then carries it to
the quarter-deck, poop, or forecastle.
2. M. Oppenheim, A History of the Administration of the Royal
Navy 1509-1660 (London, 1896).
And so the hammock allowed these great three deckers to sleep
eight hundred men and yet clear instantly for action, with the added
bonus of providing protection from small-arms fire. The hammock also
served as a shroud. The dead seaman was sewn into his hammock and
weighted down with shot, and then dumped over the side with the
appropriate ceremony.






derived from the swinging
motion .
The British naval hammock is known for its simplicity rather than
its beauty or comfort. Naval duty did not earn the hammock its
reputation for luxury.
The Maya of Yucatan, in southern Mexico, have brought
hammock-
making to the highest state of the art. They are also the greatest
devotees of the hammock: in their legend the hammock is the gift of
the gods .
Not too long ago, many of the Mayan hammocks were made out of
sisal. The fibers were rubbed almost endlessly against the worker's
thighs until they were soft. It was believed that evil spirits entered
the fiber from the thigh and to remove them a stool had to be rolled in
the hammock before anyone used it.
The young Mayan is born in a
hammock. Babies sleep in ham
mocks with the edges tied together above them, forming a sort of
cocoon. Children have bigger hammocks, single adults have larger ones
yet, and when the Mayans marry, they move into the matrimonial, a
hammock twelve feet across that can sleep two in completely separate
pockets. In some remote parts of southern Mexico, people are even
buried in their hammocks.
The hammock is the only way to sleep in the extremely hot climate
of Yucatan because any breeze blows not only around it but through it.
The hammock is their bed, easy chair and couch. Hooks for hammocks
are found all over their huts. When they visit relatives, they bring
their own hammocks .
Late in the nineteenth century, more comfortable hammocks were
imported to Europe and the United States from Brazil and Mexico.
Hammocks became a minor fad before the First World War. We can all
invoke nostalgic images of the Good Old Days, the Golden Age of
Hammocks
,
when free time was spent sitting around on front porches ,
the women in white dresses, the men wearing straw hats and striped
blazers. It seems there are not so many hammocks around now as then
and perhaps something has been lost: some understanding of how to
savor leisure. For what is the ultimate symbol of relaxation but a
hammock--with a pillow, a fan, and a cold drink?
VISION I
Materials : cotton
Comments: In this hammock, there is a problem in the choice of
10/2 cotton which made the piece too light in weight. Due to the
selection of this finer yarn the hammock appears to look delicate; yet in





Comments: The direction of this hammock moves from subtle color
found in the first hammock to the bold selection of the use of primary
colors. The color selection reflects a possible influence of the artist,
Alexander Calder and the Bauhaus movement. Another interesting






Comments : The visual image found in this hammock was created
through the manipulation of the warp threads . The effect presented
was a gradation of color (pink) from dark to light against a blue
background. The reverse image appears as a solid blue image against a
gradating pink background.




Comments: This hammock was a challenge through the design
process as well as the weaving process because of the selection of the
black and white color combination. Another observation is the fact that
although silk is a strong fiber, it has a tendency to stretch or yield
more than the cotton.
Process : Finweave .
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VISION V
Materials: cotton, Creole cotton
Comments: This final hammock design was created through the
manipulation of weft threads (plying or twisting eight singular threads)
to create a random color movement throughout the design. This
hammock presented an unexpected surprise; the size of the hammock





What would civilized mankind do without his textile fabrics; goods
woven from cotton, wool, flax, and other fibers? To whom do we owe
its introduction? Necessarily, it is one of those arts which only the
highest civilization could have evolved; yet one discovers it goes back
to the primitive cultures who sought for something more than mere
skins to clothe themselves.
Long before the art of making pottery was discovered, weaving
had attained a fair degree of perfection. Ropes twisted, braided, and
knotted, nets for carrying small objects, mats, sandals, and doorway
mats were woven .
Too often we have imagined that human progress began with us.
Human conceit does not lessen as we grow older. This is a pity, for it
shuts us out from closer knowledge and sympathy with the past and
fosters our own ignorance. In one phase of the writers thought, this
is a tardy tribute to the worth and work of those before us .
It will be evident, therefore, that I propose that the weaving art
of the primitive people shall speak for itself to the culture of the
civilized races of today. It became a full-fledged art from their hands
to us, and as recipients we shall do
well to understand the various
steps through which it climbed to its present stage of perfection.
But let us back up a few years to a period
which claims the
greatest influence on the artist: the art of the Navajo Blanket weav
ing. The Navajo's nomadic life was eminently suited to lead him,
naturally to the work of the weaver. With a portable loom to weave the
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wool from the backs of the sheep into blankets , which were eagerly
sought for in trade by other tribes, it was the most natural thing in
the world for the Navajo woman to develop into the great weaver she
has become.
In studying the development and growth of the art, however,
other factors than mere usefulness have to be considered. Usefulness
was perfectly attained as soon as the weave of the blanket was made
perfect, without any regard to variety in stitch, color of the material,
variety in color, the introduction of a design, or the attaching of
symbolic meaning to the design .
It was to be expected that as primitive man developed the weaving
art, the introduction of color into his textiles would suggest itself.
Surrounded on every hand by the vivid brilliancies of color: in the
gorgeous and glowing sunsets, the dazzling brilliancy of the sunshine
upon the varigated colorings of his corn fields , wild flowers , birds ,
reptiles
,
and animals with which he daily came in contact with . To the
Indians color was sacred, a gift of their gods, as well as being
symbolic. Every color meant something: it was not a haphazard chance
or accident. For example, red is the color of the sunshine, hence its
glorification in so many Navajo blankets. The Navajos also have a
symbolism in the adornment of the representation of their gods, and
symbols for almost every natural object connected with weather and
meteorological phenomena. Therefore, it may not be altogether too
great an assumption that in their blanketry the weavers followed this
custom, and, while inserting certain symbols in their blankets, attached





Louis Sullivan's battle cry of the 1880's
and 1890's followed by Frank Lloyd Wright's "form and function are
one"
became concerns the artist tried to deal with in the thesis work
and written evaluation. The intention of the artist was to resolve the
questions of should one design the piece to be funcational or aesthe
tically pleasing? The artist's approach to these questions was explored
throughout the hammock pieces : creating a pleasing combination of
both form and function . Each piece worked both functionally and
aesthetically in the final review.
Everything was new again, mysterious, promising; all that
had been could recur, and many new things as well.
Hermann Hesse (The Glass Bead Game)
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